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LIFETIME GUARANTEE

Call: 01327 315037
Email: sales@fraserjamesltd.co.uk

Visit: www.fraserjamesltd.co.uk
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Fraser James was founded in 1999. Based in Northamptonshire, the company has 
grown substantially over the years and has established itself as a leading light in the 
bespoke handmade furniture industry having completed numerous projects in and 
around the UK and overseas. 

We have built a glowing reputation for our communication skills and our service and 
reliability are second to none, ensuring we always go the extra mile.

All the furniture we produce is bespoke and handmade so we don’t name our style, we 
employ highly skilled furniture designers and cabinet makers enabling us to produce 
traditional, contemporary or even futuristic furniture which can be creatively styled 
as you wish leaving no limits to your imagination.
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Behind the Scenes

Behind the scenes is a team of a highly capable back office staff providing a range 
of  skills from design through to to project management, working to make sure 
your experience with Fraser James is as stress free and as pleasant as possible. 

What makes Fraser James different is that we 
guarantee furniture to the highest quality 
design, build, fit and finish. A personal service 
from our in-house design team and our project 
managers. Trust in an honest, established, and 

growing business. A no-hassle, flexible attitude 
with friendly, polite, pleasant people to deal 
with. 
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ABOUT OUR SHOWROOM

Lesci unt la vollandiati odio. Obit, alictatur res nobis estis experis ea nem re, consedi omnihil lestiis 
quaecto etur aut vendam quunt.

Faccusa sed quam quidelit, in pere reprae de reperem late sintis et ut moditatis as nem idebitem quia 
nati unt quos nus, ut aditi dit faccus delicab oreptatem es est, velesto ilique voluptatus ium volum ipit 
is et vidunto beror autempore nimilla borepel inti dis dipsus rem dolupti untium as ut adist omnis 
volupta tumquias as incieni mporepedio. 
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OUR KITCHENS
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Painted Kitchens



PAINTED KITCHENS
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Painted Kitchens



ELEGANT
SIMPLISTIC
TIMELESS
One of our stunning painted shaker style 
kitchens with a timeless look and finish.
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Our internal finishes are all handmade to suit your every need.
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Painted Kitchens



“Everyone that Peter has introduced us to, has had the same energy, 
commitment and passion for what they do as he has. Fraser James 

believes in well designed, locally made kitchens of a high quality. 
They are also open to design ideas from the client, but add their own 

experience to ensure perfect results.

There are a lot of great kitchen companies out there, but I sincerely 
believe there are few who are as responsive and committed to doing 

the best job.

Nick - Northamptonshire
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Painted Kitchens
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Painted Kitchens
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Painted Kitchens



ELEGANT & SIMPLISTIC
Our in house interior designer will work with you to enhance your experience and 
furniture aesthetic by making suggestions for lighting, flooring, appliances, handles 
& paint finishes.
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Painted Kitchens



“Having now had 2 kitchens, 3 walk-in wardrobes, 5 bathrooms built 
by Fraser James in 2 separate houses in 2014 & 2016, I can recommend 

them without any hesitation, they design beautiful and practical 
furniture with high workmanship, the trouble they go to achieve 

individual requirements are unbelievable, fine details at every stage, 
extremely helpful, they guide us through every stage therefore we felt 
totally relaxed while the project moved on, always on budget and on 

time cannot praise them enough. Fantastic thank you.

Paul - West Sussex
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Painted Kitchens
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SOLID TIMBER KITCHENS



Our solid timber kitchens can 
be produced in any finish, 
such as: Oak, Walnut, Maple, 
Cherry & Ash.
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Solid Timber Kitchens



“The Fraser James team could not have been more helpful and 
professional. The quality of the work is exceptional as is the attention 

to detail. I look forward to commissioning the next project.

Tessa - Northamptonshire
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Solid Timber Kitchens
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Solid Timber Kitchens
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MIXED FINISH KITCHENS



This stunning mixed finished 
kitchen has a wonderful mixture 
of  Farrow & Ball paint colours 
and solid walnut timber.
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Mixed Finish Kitchens
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Mixed Finish Kitchens
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Mixed Finish Kitchens
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Mixed Finish Kitchens
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CONTEMPORARY 
TRADITIONAL MIX

A combination of solid oak, concrete and hand 
painted timber has came together to produce this 

gorgeous, mixed finished kitchen.
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Mixed Finish Kitchens
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Mixed Finish Kitchens
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CURVED KITCHENS



One of  our kitchens from our 
exclusive curved range, made to 
suit any size room; producing 
an amazing functional and 
social space.
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Our bespoke Curved kitchens are without doubt our signature 
pieces, the workmanship involved is second to none.
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Curved Kitchens
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CONTEMPORARY KITCHENS



Our contemporary range of  
kitchens come in any shape 
or size with vibrant colours, 
finishes, and crisp lines.
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SYMMETRICAL 
& SIMPLISTIC
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Contemporary Kitchens
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Contemporary Kitchens
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LIBRARIES, STUDIES,
PANELLING & GUN ROOMS



American Cherry and 
Walnut, a perfect mix.
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A solid maple gun room with inlaid red leather, the perfect home 
for your gun collection.
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Libraries, Studies, Panelling & Gun Rooms



“Fraser James has just installed a whole new study – a desk, cupboards, 
bookshelves – in our house in Italy. It is the fourth time they have done 

work for us – and, as on every other occasion, the result was exemplary and 
stunning. The craftsmanship which is their hallmark was perfect, with a 

fantastic eye to detail and using the finest material. The planning was done 
to perfection – with designs and plans delivered smoothly and efficiently. 

We were kept posted throughout the construction period and consulted on 
any points that arose. The job was done well within time, and the fitting was 
done in an exceptionally professional way. The whole thing was done within 
an agreed budget, which was both reasonable and realistic. We couldn’t be 

more happy with the finished product – and will undoubtedly
be back for a fifth time!

Lord Guy Black - Italy 61
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Libraries, Studies, Panelling & Gun Rooms



A contemporary panelled 
wall and sliding door with 
a built in fire and soft 
lighting.
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Libraries, Studies, Panelling & Gun Rooms
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Libraries, Studies, Panelling & Gun Rooms
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UTILITIES, BOOT ROOMS & 
BATHROOM FURNITURE



Our range of  extensive 
boot rooms & utilities have 
a place for everything.
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Utilities, Boot Rooms & Bathroom Furniture
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Internal Bins and solid oak bench seat, all of  our cupboards and 
storage are designed to meet your every need.
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Utilities, Boot Rooms & Bathroom Furniture



“We had a new kitchen designed and installed by Fraser James last summer.  
They are a brilliant company – I can’t recommend them highly enough.

The kitchen they designed for us is both beautiful and highly functional.  
Everyone who I had anything to do with from Fraser James was extremely 

helpful. They were all keen to go the extra mile to make sure that the kitchen 
was what we wanted.  They also made the whole process as painless as 
possible.  They suggested a variety of appliances and then ordered our 

choice.  They recommended excellent local tradesmen to do the electric and 
plumbing work.  They always responded very quickly to any problems that 

occurred along the way.

I have been delighted with my kitchen and want to record my warmest 
thanks to everyone at Fraser James for the great job they did for us.

Denise - Warwickshire
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Utilities, Boot Rooms & Bathroom Furniture
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Utilities, Boot Rooms & Bathroom Furniture
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FREESTANDING FURNITURE, 
PANTRIES & WINE STORAGE



One of  our bespoke handcrafted 
wine rooms, designed and 
fitted to suit your amazing wine 
and drinks collection, in your 
temperature controlled room.
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Freestanding Furniture, Pantries & Wine Storage



A stunning Fraser James 
Spanish style dresser.
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Freestanding Furniture, Pantries & Wine Storage
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Freestanding Furniture, Pantries & Wine Storage
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Freestanding Furniture, Pantries & Wine Storage
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Freestanding Furniture, Pantries & Wine Storage
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Freestanding Furniture, Pantries & Wine Storage



Bespoke Details
A solid oak 6 metre long chest of  drawers designed and handmade for 
our clients fishing and sports equipment.
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Freestanding Furniture, Pantries & Wine Storage
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Bespoke Details

All of  our Beautiful pantries are all individually designed and 
handcrafted for and with you in mind.
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Freestanding Furniture, Pantries & Wine Storage



BEDROOM & DRESSING ROOMS



At Fraser James we understand 
how important bedroom and 
dressing room storage is.
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Bedroom & Dressing Rooms
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Bedroom & Dressing Rooms
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KITCHEN INTERNALS



Our kitchen internals 
are all handmade in our 
Northamptonshire 
workshops.
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Kitchen Internals
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Cutlery drawers and pull out bins, essential in any kitchen.
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Kitchen Internals



“I met Pete in 2004 after being recommended to Fraser James for our 
new kitchen. It was the right choice! In fact, I loved the kitchen so 

much they have now done work for us all over the house. Anything 
we want doing, we just give Pete a call. They’re all great guys and a 

great company.

Ben Cohen
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BEDROOM INTERNALS



Bedroom internals can 
include anything from 
built in TV’s to handmade 
wicker baskets.
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Bedroom Internals
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Bedroom Internals



“Sometimes you know immediately that a company will be able to realise 
your wishes and exceed your expectations. It was exactly this way with 

Fraser James.

From Pete’s welcome and pride in his company and team, right through 
the design, build and installation process to completion, we couldn’t have 
had a better experience. Every single person within the team took time to 

understand our needs and guide us in making decisions and the results are 
stunning.

Fantastic craftsmanship, an amazing attention to detail and a team that 
strives to achieve the best possible results; it’s a winning formula and one 

that will definitely see us come back for future projects. We couldn’t be 
happier and would like to thank everyone involved.

Simon - Bedfordshire
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A case study of  a 7 metre long island made for a wonderful home in 
Warwickshire, showing work in progress and finished project.
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WHAT I DO NEXT

We may need to re-work the original draft, but we will keep designing until the 
image in your minds eye is transferred to paper. Once you are happy to go ahead, 
we start the process of  building your furniture. All the fine details will be agreed 
so you know what to expect. Our in-house interior designer will guide and help 
you from choosing paint colours for painted furniture, recommending appliances, 
worktops, and flooring through to handles and lighting. 

At Fraser James we believe it is important you have one point of  contact 
throughout your project, so any queries or decisions can be relayed to someone 
you have grown to know and trust. Throughout your project, your project 
manager will keep you appraised of  all progress.

We can also offer recommendations on trades. Due to the extensive work that we 
have carried out over the years we have a relationship with different trades ranging 
from plasterers, decorators, electricians, plumbers, and general builders. We can 
advise on trades people who have worked on Fraser James projects making the 
managing and co-ordination of  your project that much easier. 

Additionally, our office team are on hand all through the week to follow up on any 
queries regarding appliances, quoting and invoicing etc. 

At your leisure give Fraser James a call and our in-house interior design team 
will either come to your home or invite you to our showroom/workshop to 
start the process of bringing your ideas to reality. 
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Customer Service

Once your design has been approved and finalised, we work on around a
16-week lead time from deposit to bringing furniture to site. 

If necessary, we also co-ordinate and 
liaise with or trades to ensure minimum 
disruption to you and keep as close to 
deadlines as possible. As we employ 
all our own staff we can schedule and 

if necessary, reschedule to fit your 
time frames. Our fitters are extremely 
competent and of the highest integrity, 
always treating your home with the 
upmost respect. 

Where we’ve worked 
We have a real passion for what we do and how we do it; successfully completing 
projects for clients all over the UK and around the world including Antigua, the 
US, Caribbean, middle east and across Europe. 

Please see our website on our ‘where we’ve worked’ section for a detailed list of  
locations. 
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Call: 01327 315037
Email: sales@fraserjamesltd.co.uk

Visit: www.fraserjamesltd.co.uk
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